
  
 
   Here, half-way through Quantum Agnostics and exploring Why Are We Here, we are at last 
ready to tackle some of life’s immutable paradoxes.  For Life, as one version goes, hands us 
both lemons and sugar:  it’s up to us to find some way to make lemonade, to balance the sweet 
and the sour for a palatable outcome.  
   Easier said than done you say.   For life is not always fair in its distribution of joy and sorrow. 
Some of us will experience more than our fair share of happiness, while others, unrelenting 
despondency throughout life.  Some might say that it’s the “luck of the draw” -- you don’t get to 
choose your parents or siblings, for instance, and what you experience during impressionable 
childhood years may color your entire life to come.  Others might say, “you make the bed you 
sleep in” -- meaning that skill and self-determination and not luck or circumstance drives your 
destiny.  
    But there is a third, more balanced position that Q/A posits.  It acknowledges both positions: 
that we are at the mercy of both luck and skill -- and to the degree we put each to practical use 
determines how we get along with life.  With life.  For in Q/A’s view, befriending life is a primary 
function of happiness.   Getting life on our side, is more than half the battle:  With life as an ally 
and not an antagonist we truly gain the upper hand when it comes to dealing with misfortune. 
   But isn’t that so much rhetoric?   Life isn’t a person:  you can’t ‘befriend’ it.  You can’t interact 
with it…. ehhh, let me think about that one for a moment…. well, maybe you can… ok, ok...  
   So just how do we befriend life?  
   In a word, by being in harmony with it.   And by this Q/A means understanding life’s see-saw 
nature and that you, you with a capital Y -- You are the fulcrum, the balance of its opposing 
wings, the forces of sweet and sour.  
   So in these next chapters to come -- which are truly difficult to read we must warn you -- know 
that the overarching concept Q/A wants to deliver is that Life is now and forever your Best 
Friend.  It’s the best, most loyal friend you could ever want or need.  So cultivate it, take it out 
for a lemonade ever so often, buy it flowers, show it ultimate respect.  For having Life on your 
side will enrich the experience of just you being You.  But more importantly, being on Life’s side 
will aid in understanding and overcoming any trials you believe -- through bad luck or 
circumstance -- are weighing on you. 
   Those burdens can be lifted.  Balance can be restored.  And yes, you and Life can be Besties 
once again.  
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